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Outcomes
Surgery versus radiotherapy: wha’s better?

No randomized trials

EBRT

Brachi

2 RTCs:

- the Canadian START phase III (active  surveillance vs 
RP vs RT)
- British ProtecT trial

Everywhere

Few center
Limited indications



BRACHITHERAPY

� Implant in prostate gland of radioisotopes (I-125; 
Pd-103) Dose 145-150 Gy

� Selection criteria (American Society of 
Brachiterapy)

- Clinical stage T1-T2a
- PSA < = 10 ng/ml
- GS < 7
- Prostatic volume < 50 cc
- Life expectancy > = 10 years



RT (EBRT, BRT) vs no initial treatment
No randomized trials

Uncertain effectiveness with RT
Only 1 study improvement disease specific 

survival by BRT

Increased urinary (BRT>EBRT) or bowel 
problems

Low risk treated with BRT
Intermediate risk treated with EBRT



Outcomes
Surgery versus radiotherapy: wha’s better?

About 3000 pts T1-T2; 10 years BFS

Advantage High dose EBRT 
vs

conventional dose EBRT
Confirmed by randomized studies

Pollack, 2002
Lukka, 2005
Peeters, 2006
Zietman, 2010



High risk

CSS (survival cancer specific) at 10-15 
years beetween 80-90%; studies (Ward 

2005,Hsu 2009 )

CSS

Older pts, low dose RT



High risk
Only 1 Randomized study (Akakura 2006)

Too many bias

1318 RP, 1062 EBRT 81Gy, 
Freedom from mts progression at 8 years 

97% vs 93%

Median 13 vs 69 months



Technical evolution



Technical evolution
High complex:

Classic IMRT, VMAT (RapidArc), Tomotherapy
IGRT (image guided radiotherapy) ) 



Rapid Arc treatment





IMRT/RapidArc 
prostate cancer (patient with 

protesis)

PTV 78Gy

Left femur mean dose 26
max dose  45

Protesis mean dose 8
max dose  22

Rectum V70 20%

Intermediate risk
74 yrs



PTV-C 78Gy

PTV-G 80 Gy

Left femur mean dose 23
max dose  45

Right femur mean dose 24
max dose  37

Rectum V70 15%

Molecular Imaging for
“dose painting”

SIB (simultaneous integrated boost)

PET-TC fusion

DIL (Dominant intraprostatic 
lesion)

IMRT/RapidArc prostate cancer 
PET-colina guided treatment

Intermediate risk
59 yrs



IGRT (image guided radiotherapy)

NAL protocol
(No Action Level)

ON-LINE correction

CBCT
KV -KV

Portal images for N-fractions
Mean error vector  -> set-up correction
Reduction of systematic error

They aim to reduce the margin CTV->PTV,
Systematic and ramdom error.
Reduce set-up errors both in a single session 
(intrafraction) that in the course of 
treatment (interfraction ). Reduce errors due 
to organ motion

Simulation TC CBCT



IGRT (image guided radiotherapy)



NEOADJUVANT ADT: WHEN?

cT2-T3 large prostate volume

High risk patients/ locally advanced 
disease (cT3b-cT4, cN0)

Timinig: three months before RT



NEOADJUVANT ADT: BENEFIT

Decrease cancer-related mortality 



POST-OPERATIVE  RT

�ADJUVANT: patients at high risk of local 
failure

�SALVAGE: biochemical relapse that  
indicates local failure



ADJUVANT RADIOTHERAPY

�After 12-16 weeks 

�The aim: Eradicate residual clonogenic cells

in surgical bed

�Dose: 66-70 Gy



ADJUVANT RADIOTHERAPY

�POSITIVE MARGINS!!

�PSA persistence after surgery (salvage)

�Patological stage> = T3

� PERPLEXITIS: perineural invasion,  
presence of negative prognostic findings 
(Initial PSA, PSADT<10 mounths, GS)



Phase III randomized controlled trials evaluating adverse pathologic 
features → pT3, R+

Benefit on biochemical progression with adjuvant RT 



SALVAGE RADIOTHERAPY

DEFINITION:
RT administered with a PSA level recurrence after

RP in patients with no evidence of metastatic disease

Biochemical recurrence is typically defined as

PSA level >0.2 ng/ml (confirmed by 2 sequential PSA) 



SALVAGE RADIOTHERAPY

� Predictive factors of biochemical failure after salvage 
RT:

- GS (8-10)

- PSA levels pre RT > 2ng/ml

- PSADT < 10 mesi

- Negative surgical margins

- IVS

Following factors are not predictive of biochemical 
failure after salvage RT: PSA levels pre PR, ECE, free 
desease survival < 12 mounths,  radiation dose



EARLY SALVAGE RT               pre-RT PSA ≤ 0.5 
ng/ml

10 retrospective studies 
Dose > 60 Gy  (better 66-70)       

Improved 5-yr BRFS rates for patient who receive 
Early salvage RT

Improved 5-yr BRFS rates for patient who receive 
Early salvage RT



(Take home points 1)

�IMRT can decrease intestinal and urinary 
toxicity at the same doses : excellent treatment 

compliance (no interruption for toxicity)

�IMRT/IGRT could improves risk of secondary neoplasms



(Take home points 2)

� it is useful for surgery and 
planning IMRT treatment, the integration of imaging 

(RNM, PET-TC)
� All cases treated with IMRT benefit from IGRT , not 

only using images of KVto control the set-up, but 
also those of CBCT for verification 

of treatment volumes
(Adaptive Radiotherapy)



Thank you for your attention!


